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1. INTRODUCTION 
Taking into account human subjective measures in engineering science, 
fuzzy measures have been intensively discussed since Sugeno [ 1 ] defined a 
fuzzy measure as a measure having the monotonicity property instead of 
additivity. Weber [2] proposed I-decomposable measures where the 
additivity of measures is weakened. t-Conorm I is an appropriate 
semigroup operation in [O, l] and I is considered to be a generalization of 
addition. I-decomposable measures can be written as 
m(‘4 u B) = m(A) I m(B). (1.1) 
For the Archimedean case I is written as 
a I b=g’-‘)(g(a)+g(b)), (1.2) 
where g’-” is a pseudo-inverse of g. I-decomposable measures originate 
from studies of associative functions [3-51. 
If a law of composition 0: Xx X + X is defined on a set X and it fulfils 
the law of associativity then (X, 0) is a semigroup. Lebesgue measure is 
defined on a set [0, co]. ([0, co], + ) is a semigroup and the operation + 
has no inverse element. Though ([O, co], x) is a group, the probability 
measure which is a subset of Lebesgue measure is defined on [0, l] and 
([0, 11, X) is a semigroup. The first subject in this paper is to define a 
semigroup or group which is isomorphic with the semigroup or group, 
where Lebesgue measure is defined. 
By using t-conorm and multiplication *, Weber [2] defined an integral 
for the Archimedean cases, which results in an extention of Lebesgue’s 
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integral to the additive cases (S) and (NSA). For the case (S) and (NSA), 
semigroup operation I can be written as 
a I b=g-‘(g(a)+g(b)). (1.3) 
Where g-’ is an inverse of g. This implies that g is an isomorphism of 
([0, 11, I) with ([0, g(l)], + ) where Lebesgue measure is defined. The 
second subject is to define an integral by pseudo-addition 0 and pseudo 
multiplication @ that are distributive and associative semiring operations. 
2. PSEUDO-ADDITIONS AND MULTIPLICATIONS 
Let us denote a subset of real number as [a, b]. 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let [a, b] be a closed real interval and 0: 
[a, b] x [a, b] + [a, b] be a 2-place function satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) @ is commutative. 
(ii) 0 is nondecreasing in each place. 
(iii) @ is associative. 
(iv) 0 has either LI or b as zero element, i.e., either @(a, x) =x or 
@(b, x) =x. 
0 will be called a pseudo-addition. [a, b] is a semigroup relative to 
pseudo-addition 0. When the distinction is needed, 0 which has a as zero 
element is denoted as 0” and 0 which has b as zero element is denoted 
as @ .^ 
2.2. THEOREM. If the function @ is continuous and strictly increasing in 
(a, b) x (a, b), then there exist a monotone function g: [a, b] + [0, co] such 
that either g(u) = 0 or g(b) = 0 and 
0(x, Y) =g-‘k(x) +g(y)). (2.1) 
Proof: Trivial from Aczel’s theorem [4]. 1 
Pseudo-addition 0 in Theorem 2.2 will be called strict. 
2.3. Remark. By appling g to both sides of (2.1), we have 
g(O(x, Y)) = g(x) +g(y) (2.2) 
for all x and y in [a, b]. Hence g is nothing but an isomorphism of 
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semigroup [a, b] relative to @ with a semigroup of the nonnegative real 
numbers relative to addition. g is called a generator of 0. 
2.4. DEFINITION. A pseudo-multiplication @ is a 2-place function 
0: [a, b] x [a, 61 -+ [a, b], satisfying the following conditions; 
(i) @ is commutative. 
(ii) 0 is nondecreasing in each place. 
(iii) @ is associative. 
(iv) There exists a unit element eE [a, b], i.e., 0(x, e) =x for all 
x E [a, h]. 
2.5. THEOREM. If the function 0 is continuous and strictry increasing in 
(a, b), then there exists a monotone function g in [a, b] such that 
de) = 1 (2.3) 
0(X> Y)=ckwg(Y)). (2.4) 
Proof From Aczel’s theorem [4] there exists a continuous and strictly 
monotone function in [a, b] such that 
Ok Y) =f-‘u-(x) +f(v)). 
Transforming f by g = exp( -f) 
(2.5) 
0(x, Y)=g-‘kbMY))~ (2.6) 
Since 0(x, e)=f-‘(f(x) +f(e)) = x f or all XE [u,b], f(e)=O. Thus 
g(e)=exp(-f(e))= 1. I 
f is called an additive generator of 0. Pseudo-multiplication 0 in 
Theorem 2.5 will be called strict. 
Let us consider a strict @ with a generator g: [a, 61 + [0, co]. We can 
derive a pseudo-multiplication @ by the similar definition of multiplicative 
representation of t-norm proposed by Schweizer and Sklar [S]. 
2.6. DEFINITION. A pseudo-multiplication 0 with the generator g of 
strict pseudo-addition @ is defined as 
@(XT Y) =g-‘k(x) .iT(Y)). (2.7) 
g(x) .g( y) is always in [0, co] because g is a monotone function from 
[a, b] to [0, co]. Thus g-l always exists and g is an isomorphism of 
semigroup ([a, 61, 0) with a subgroup ([0, co], x). 
@ in Definition 2.6 is called distributive pseudo-multiplication. 
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2.7. Remark. For the sake of simplicity we write 0(x, y) as x@y and 
0(x, y) as x @y, respectively. Distributive pseudo-multiplication 0 has 
the distributive property with pseudo-addition 0 : 
xo(yoz)=(xoY)o(xoz). (2.8) 
(yOz)Ox= (Yox)o(zox). (2.9) 
2.8. EXAMPLE. x v y = max(x, y) and x A y = min(x, JJ) are continuous 
nonstrict pseudo-addition @ and pseudo-multiplication 0 in [a, 61 c 
[ - co, cc 1, respectively. 
Following examples are strict pseudo-additions and their distributive 
pseudo-multiplications. 
2.9. EXAMPLE. 
x@y= -8+2x+2y-xy/4 (2.10) 
xoy= -4(2-x/4)-l”(*-‘/4)+8 (2.11) 
are strict 0 and distributive 0 on the interval [4, 81. The generator is 
g(x) = -ln(2 -x/4). (2.12) 
The additive generator f of @ is 
f(x) = -ln( -ln(2 -x/4)). (2.13) 
2.10. EXAMPLE. 
x@y= (xp+ypp, P>O (2.14) 
x@y=x.y (product) (2.15) 
are strict @ and @ in [0, co] with the generator g(x) =xp. Drastic sum 
(p + 0), addition (p = 1 ), and max(p + cc ) defined in [0, cc ] are the 
special cases of 0. 
2.11. EXAMPLE. 
x@y=l-{(l-x)P+(l-~)P}l’P (2.16) 
x@y=x+y-xy (probabilistic sum) (2.17) 
are strict @ and 0 in [-co, l] with the generator g = (1 -x)“. Drastic 
product (p + 0), bounded product (p = 1 ), and min(p + + co) defined in 
[ - cc, 1 ] are the special cases of 0. 
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Now let us show that a pseudo-addition (a pseudo-multiplication) can 
be derived from a pseudo-addition (a pseudo-multiplication). 
2.12. THEOREM. When any pseudo-addition a1 (a pseudo-multiplication 
01) defined on [a,, b,] x [a,, b,] and a strictly monotone function g, from 
[a*, b2] onto [a,, b,] are given, a 2-place function OS (@) such as 
02(x,, Y2) =&x1( O,kl(Xd~ g,(Y*))) (2.18) 
(02(x2, Y*)=glY Olkl(%h gl(Y2))) (2.19)) 
is a pseudo-addition (a pseudo-multiplication). 
Proof. The commutative and associative property of @ is an 
immediate consequence of that of 0,. Similarly, the non-decreasingness of 
@j2 follows directly from the nondecreasingness of O1 and the 
monotonicity of g,. As for the zero element, if a, is a zero element and g, is 
an increasing function, then 
and for all XE [a,, b,] 
gl(a2) = aI (2.20) 
02(x, a2)=g~‘(Olk~(xh 4)) 
=glWx)) = x. (2.21) 
Similar results can be obtained for other cases, such as b is a zero element 
and g, is a decreasing function. 
The proof for the case of pseudo-multiplication @ is similar to the proof 
mentioned above. So we omit it. 1 
2.13. Remark. If @i is strict and g, is a generator of Or, h =g,og, is a 
monotone function from [a,, b2] onto [0, co] and 
02(x*, Y*)=g;‘~go’(go~g,(x*)+g,~g,(Y,)) 
=h-‘W,)+h(y,)), (2.22) 
where g, is a monotone function from [a,, b,] onto [0, co]. 
3. FUZZY MEASURES DERIVED FROM PSEUDO-ADDITIONS 
Let X be a set, assumed to be finite, for the sake of simplicity. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A fuzzy measure m derived from a pseudo addition 
8” with a zero element a, is a set function m from a-algebra 23 of X to 
[a, c], CE (a, b] such that 
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(i) m(4) = a, m(X) = c. (3.1) 
(ii) A EB, m(A) is @“-d ecomposable, i.e., if A is devided into A;S 
(i is finite) 
A = ij Ai (AinAj=q5, i#j), 
,=l 
m(A)= & v m(A,). 
(3.2) 
i= 1 
3.2. Remark. When a = 0 and c = 1, m is a Sugeno’s fuzzy measure and 
also a I-decomposable measure by Weber [2]. 
If @ is strict then go m; 8 + [0, g(c) J is an additive measure with 
gem(X) =g(c) and g om(q5) = 0. m is equivalent to (S) or (NSA) cases of 
l-decomposable measures [2]. 
3.3 DEFINITION. A fuzzy measure m derived from a pseudo addition 
0 h with a zero element b is a set function m from a a-algebra 23 of X to 
[c, b], CE [a, b) such that 
(i) m(X) = c, m(d) = b (3.3) 
(ii) A E !B, m(A) is @ *-decomposable, i.e., 
m(A) = & A m(Ai). (3.4) 
i= 1 
If 0 A is strict then go m; B + [0, g(c)] is an additive measure with 
gom(4)=0 and gom(X)=g(c). 
3.4. THEOREM. (i) m is 0 “-decomposable * m monotone nondecreasing. 
m is @ h -decomposable * m monotone nonincreasing. 
(ii) m is Q-decomposable om(AuB)@m(AnB)=m(A)@m(B). 
Proox (i) For AC B we have m(B)=m(A) 0” m(B-A)>m(A) and 
m(B)=m(A) 0” m(B-A)<m(A). 
(ii) The operation 0 is commutative and associative thus 
m(AuB)Om(AnB)=m(AnB)@m(A-B)@m(B-A)@m(AnB) = 
m(A)Qm(B). 
0” has a (=m(q4)) and 0” has b (=m(d)) as zero element. Thus m is 
@-decomposable. 1 
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Let us now consider a measure of complementary set A for strict cases. 
From the definition of $-decomposable measure m, 
m(A)@m(d)=m(X). (3.5) 
Representing (3.5) by the generator g, 
gp’k(m(A)) +dm(&)) = m(W. (3.6) 
Thus 
40 = g-‘k(m(W -g(W))). (3.7) 
When m is a @-decomposable measure on [0, 11, by Trillas’ negation 
n [7], m(A) can be written as 
43 = n(W I), (3.8) 
where n(x)=g-‘(g(l)-g(x)). 
3.5. Remark. A 0 “-decomposable measure can be regarded as a sub- 
jective measure expressing the grade of importance [6]. For example, 
m( {A,}) expresses to what extent an attribute A, is important to evaluate 
an object. It is a reasonable assumption that m has monotonicity, 
0 h-decomposable measures can be regarded as expressing the grade of 
unimportance and m( {A, >) expresses to what extent an attribute A I is 
unimportant to evaluate an object. It is reasonable to assume that 
A 0 A -decomposable measure of A is a 0 ” -decomposable measure of A. 
We call the former and the latter as a measure of importance and the 
measure of unimportance, respectively. 
4. FUZZY INTEGRALS 
Let (X, 23) denote some measurable space. B is a measurable set in 23, m 
is a @-decomposable measure on 23, 0 is a pseudo-addition, and 0-Q is a 
distributive pseudo-multiplication such that 
x@(y@z)=(x0y)@(x@z) (4.1) 
(yoz)ox=(yox)o(zox). (4.2) 
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4.1. DEFINITION. A fuzzy integral based on @-decomposable measure m 
is defined as 
(i) For simple function S = C:= r a,. 1 B, with disjoint Bi, a ,< ai 6 b, 
I S@m = & ui@m(Bi). (4.3) B i= 1 
When m is a strict @-decomposable measure with a monotone generator g, 
i.e., gem; !B + [0, g(c)], and CE [a, b] is an additive measure, (4.3) can be 
written as 
Cij u,Om(B,)=g~’ 2 g(Qi)‘(g’m(Bi)) 
i= I ( i= 1 > 
(4.4) 
(ii) When X is no longer finite, a continuity axiom is added; 
(4.5) 
lim m(A,)=m(iJymAi), (4.6) 
i-t +m 
where u is a union of disjoint subsets B, of X and Ai is a sequence of 
nested subsets (Vi, AicAi+, or Vi, Ai~>Aj+,). 
For any measurable function U: X -+ [a, b], and strict C&decomposable 
measure m, 
I u@m =g-’ (i goud(gom) . B B > (4.7) 
Let the integrands are measurable functions from X to [a, b], denoted 
by u and u. The regions of integration are measurable sets in B denoted by 
B, Bi, and Bj. s is a scalar from [a, b]. 
4.2. THEOREM. The functional F, : u -+ Se u @ m has the following proper- 
ties: 
(i) F,(e) = m(B), especially F,(e) = c and for @ “-decomposable m, 
F,(u) = a and for @ h -decomposable m, F,(b) = b. 
(ii) u < u * FB(u) < Fs(u), especially a < FB(u) d b. 
(iii) FB(u@u)=FB(u)@FB(o). 
(iv) F,(s@u)=s@F,(u). 
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Proof: We will show the proof in the case of strict @-decomposable 
measure m. (i) and (ii) are trivial. 
(iii) 
I;,(uOu)=s-’ ( 1 k(u)+g(u))dkom) B > 
=g -1 
(1 B 
g(u) dkom) + JBg(L’) dkom) > 
=g-l(g(F,(u))+g(F,(u))) 
=f-B(U)OFB(U) 
(iv) 
=g -’ ( 1 g(s) Bg(u)4gom) > 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
=g -I 0 8 g(u) dkom) + jB,g(u) 4gom) > 
=g-1k(bJ~(4) +g(c?,(4)) 
= F&(u) 0 h$b). I (4.10) 
For a nonstrict case if we select V-decomposable measure, i.e., possibility 
measure [S] and A for pseudo-multipication, then 
S@m=qa,r\m(B,). 
r=i 
(4.11) 
4.3. PROPOSITION. If m is V-decomposable, m(d) = 0, m(X) = 1, and 
ai E [O, 1 ] then the integral of (4.11) is a Sugeno’s fuzzy integral by the 
possibility measure [ 8 1. 
Proof: Since the function S is a mapping from X to [0, 11, S is a 
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membership function of a fuzzy set. Let us denote this fuzzy set as S. From 
the decomposition theorem of a fuzzy set, 
S(x)= v t .C,(x)= v (t A C,(x)) (4.12) 
IE co.11 f-5 CO,ll 
where C,(x) is a characteristic function of I-level set S, of S. S,= 
{x~J&S(x)>f}. Thus. 
m(lx>) * w=v Cl * 4(x>) * C,(x)l. (4.13) 
It follows that 
~a,nm(B,,=~ 
i= I ;=,a,A (,x,m(fx4 
= ii V tai A 4x>)) 
i=l x.5& 
= V S(x)*m({xl) 
x t B 
=YB? c 
1 * m(ixlf * C,(x)1 
=V[f*(V m(~xl)hC,(X)))] 
f .Y E B 
=V[f * ( V (d.+)] f rcS,nL9 
=V[t~m(S,nB)]=j~S(x)~m. 1 (4.14) 
I 
4.4. Remark. When the region of integration B is universe X, the 
integral of (4.11) is the possibility measure of fuzzy set [S]. 
4.5. Remark. When [a, b] = [0, l] and m is @-decomposable with the 
generator g = x, the integral of Definition 4.1 is a probability measure of 
fuzzy even [9]. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The integrals based on pseudo-additions and pseudo-multiplications can 
be used to obtain a generalized formulation for decision making. Conven- 
409/130!2-5 
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tional decision procedures such as the maximax, the maximin and the 
expected utility are all recovered by the integrals. 
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